
“I am passionate about the history pertaining to the realm of western wheeled vehicles as they traveled across the 
prairies of Dakota Territory, as well as the heavy commercial vehicles that kept our expanding nation supplied. Iconic 
American vehicles such as stagecoaches, chuck wagons, covered wagons  and hitch wagons make up the largest area 
of my research and study.  My hunger for this little known history has become my lifelong quest.” 

Founder and President of HWWS in 1978. 
 

NEWTON DAKOTA COWBOY CHUCKWAGON 
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Built atop a turn-of-the-century Newton Farm Wagon. This one-of-a-kind Dakota Cowboy Chuck Wagon 
was customized by Hansen Wheel & Wagon Shop for clients.  
 
This beautiful fully-functional chuck agon comes with all the extras including:  
• Hand-stained wagon bows mounted with riveted hand-forged bow clips  
• sunforger canvas wagon cover with optional roll up sides, hand forged tarp hooks 
• 15 gallon oak water barrel with hinged lid 
• Hardwood wagon reach–riveted and ironed 
• 48" neck yoke and doubletree, stay chains with forged hooks, wagon wheel wrench, lock chain for left 

wheel 
• Deluxe cowboy chuck box with copper covered roof and table top, wood slatted dishpan rack, 

silverware drawer, spice rack, towel drier rack 
• Wagon boxes and accessories including: swinging forged lantern hanger, knife rack, cutting 

board/shelf, meat cleaver and carrier, pan hooks, hatchet and carrier, shovel and hand forged 
carrier, rope corral with hand forged carrier, detachable pan boot, lantern box, jockey box, seat with 
glove box, catch-all box. 
 

SPECIFICATIONS: Wheels: 1 1/2" x 45" Front x 51" Back - 91" H x 75" W x 11 
1/2' L (73" wide at the wheels) 
Availability: In stock 

$37000.00  
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